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Abstract— The accomplishment of sustainable communication 

among source and destination sink node is a rigors challenge 

and even establishing bodacious communication link between 

these nodes is nothing short of a miracle because data routes are 

governed by the underwater environment. Energy consumption 

has a significant influence as all active devices rely on the 

battery. As cost-effective data packet transmission is established 

as a norm, no charging or replacement can be achieved. Hop 

link evaluation and shrewd connection discovery by way of a 

resurrecting linking element were just a genuinely grim task, 

and only feasible to create the extra powered energy pods (URR-

SAEP) that had never been carried out before after detailed 

study. After packet transfer, the sensor node performs the link 

inspection process, and when a link is deemed shaky at less than 

or equivalent to 50 percent of capacity, the target node 

incorporates its residual capacity status and returns it to the 

source node that attaches other unoptimizable energy pods to 

improve only the targeted node link from 50 percent to 90 

percent. Performance evaluation using NS2 with Aqua-Sim 2.0 

simulator has been obtained comparing with DBR and EEDBR 

protocols in terms of point-to-point delay, Packet dissemination 

ratio, Network lifespan and Energy Diminution. 

Keywords— Underwater routing, hop links, ramshackle, 

energy pods, resurrect link factor, end-to-end delay, network 

performance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic communication is usually defined as the method 

of sending and receiving message using sound emitted in the 

subsequent underwater environment. Underwater sensing 

networks include a variety of vehicles and sensors that work 

together to track and collect data in a particular area. UWSNs 

establish large-scale operations to track large areas of the sea. 

But the fulfillment of that dream depends on effective and 

secure protocols and underwater networking facilities. Sadly, 

the comprehensive expertise gained over several decades of 

research on the development of radio-frequency-based 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) cannot be focused on the 

design of UWSN networking protocols. The underwater 

acoustic system's basic characteristics, such as long-run 

latency and low bandwidth transmission, and aquatic 

ecosystem physical factors including salinity and seabed 

sediment are responsible for this. Nonetheless, the 

architecture of networking protocols for UWSNs poses 

numerous new problems not even seen in standard WSNs. 

The usage of the underwater acoustic network entails 

increased bandwidth, high and increasing propagation period, 

transient route loss, high vibration, multipath loss, shadow 

zones, Doppler propagation and high transmission energy 

costs. In addition, wireless underwater communications 

suffer from extreme time variations, as fluctuations in water 

temperature are disrupted that change the sound refraction 

and the seabed sediment [1].  

While optical signals are safe, however, radio frequency 

(RF) signals require higher attenuation in permeable water 

but encounter the adsorption problem. It obstructs acoustic 

signals such as reducing bandwidth, bits failure rate, and 

latency count [2]. In particular, UWSNs are used in the fields 

of oil and gas discovery, battlefields for surveillance, 

building inspections, imagination targeting, catastrophe 

detection and preventative action, submarine targeting, 

exploitation of natural and offshore resources, Identification 

of ambient conditions including variations in atmosphere, 

illumination, sound or unusual objects etc. [3]. 

Simultaneously, UWSN faces unchallenging obstacles. 

Sensor node is completely battery-dependent and it is 

challenging to replace or replace batteries in a brawny 

environment [4], whereas there is little possibility of taping 

solar energy due to rapid dynamic change in the water 

surface. Furthermore, acoustic transmissions are subject to 

greater distance propagation that engulf an enormous amount 

of energy compared to terrestrial network. Therefore, only 

detour remaining to build an astucious routing by which the 

data packet may traverse the sink node from origin to target 

surface and eventually avoid the energy loss. Researchers 

have function out for establishing a specialist routing 
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mechanism to achieve the desired performance and thereon 

developed several energy efficient routing protocols.  

Direct packet forwarding between source and surface sink 

node is difficult to enforce, since this process causes infinite 

waste of energy. Researchers have therefore adopted the 

opportunistic routing based methodology involving 

inappropriate data flooding thereon every node transmits 

packets sheaf, called flooding, that consumes excessive 

energy while locating the pathway. Same like, OR uses end-

to-end delay, packet transmission, etc. to discover the suitable 

neighboring relay node. Though under some conditions it 

works perfectly, causing packet duplication that involves 

exorbitant energy wastage on time. A basic cognitive solution 

is spatial routing, that does not set up a whole route but 

putting in the location information for the packet to be sent. 

Same like, each hop node near the destination transmits the 

packet, but there is a large risk of void fistula that are likely 

to harm the entire mechanism. 

There are two classes of underwater routing protocols, 

location based and location free. First, taking into account 

location based protocols, GPS plays a key role and offers 

network position details with the help of the sink, but major 

problems occur when the importance of local routing is 

diminished by the irregular environment. At the same time, 

location free routing logs have greater capability but are also 

inappropriate to use, for example, network parameters that 

don't search efficiently for a next forwarder node, and the 

possibility of an inappropriate selection of the links that 

would consume high energy [5]. The suggested URR-SAEP 

underwater routing synergy, however, using residual energy 

which would not impact the next forwarder's connection 

aspect, nor is it troubled by depth results. Nevertheless, DBR 

has a better risk of wasting energy when selecting the 

standard passage because of shaky connections. 

Underwater nodes may die faster in the normal routing 

scheme when they are under low water pressure. In order to 

address the above essential problems, a reliable underwater 

routing technique needs to be built to absorb negligible 

energy and achieve the necessary results. Routing link factor 

plays a decisive role in underwater results, and typically 

researchers rely on conventional link estimators instead of a 

revived linking trend with substantial explanations for 

improving packet routing.  

Contributions to analysis is being summarized as. 

In order to expand an energy efficient route with the use 

of energy pods, the Shrewd Underwater Routing 

Coordination (URR-SAEP) aims.  It is a calm energy storage 

system running in three stages, taking into account the 

following: 

 

 Resurrect link factor; 

 Depth and residual energy; 

 Packet transmission. 

 

 The resurrected connection is a special inspection of hop 

connection. The hop connection factor after getting data 

when a sensor node transmits packets to neighbours, activates 

the linking inspection mechanism as defined in information 

flow chart Figure 1. When the connection threshold is 

determined to be equal to or greater than 50% of energy pods, 

the accepting node will recognize by adding residual energy 

details to the received packet and sending it back to the 

reference node. If significant information is obtained, the 

source node again sends only this node to the duplicate packet 

and this time, the duplicate packet has an extra energy pods, 

which improves connection capacity at the very least from 50 

percent to 90 percent. A successful packet transfer is now 

performed and hence relay node creation is likely to be 

completed.  The entire approach has been discussed in the 

Methodology section. This conception of the resurrect link 

element in other ground research has not yet been studied. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed  (URR-SAEP) information process 

mechanism 
 

 

The rest of the findings are structured as follows: Section 

II highlights the relevant study, section III provides 

information about the suggested technique for routing (URR-

SAEP), section IV discusses performance assessment using 
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simulation tests, and section V presents the observations and 

possible future research directions. 

 

II   RELATED WORK 

Acoustic communication is, due to the special channel 

design, the only quiet option for underwater data routing 

[6]. Radio waves and electromagnetic waves are ideal 

mediums for terrestrial communication, Because it occupies 

a broad range of spaces but these fail absolutely in the case 

of underwater, thereupon in such situation, acoustic signals 

play the desired function, in view of the confined bandwidth 

and a rather lengthy speed of propagation around 1500 m / 

s[7]. The nodes with vitriol water pressure vanish quickly in 

the normal approach.  

In comparison to the radio frequency, the acoustic signal 

starts the transmission cycle through a single medium.  While 

some disgusting carriers cause energy leakage, the acoustic 

signal is reflected, scattered and absorbed by the surface of 

the seabed and water and the transmitting data is thus 

lost. The underwater acoustic signal works at frequencies 

from 10 Hz to 1 MHz. Just a small number of frequencies are 

used in underwater communications due to a narrow acoustic 

spectrum [8]. Inevitable variables as salinity, temperature and 

depth of water only affect the amplitude of the acoustic 

signal, the acoustic wave travels along the curved path, and 

the sensor nodes do not overhear the signals. This is also 

likely to establish a void region and Nodes in such an area 

cannot be involved in the transmission cycle, that ultimately 

contributes to the existence of the network. 

Battery replenishing or restoring in the underwater 

environment is not an simple job, especially in severe 

environments, and so an effective data routing protocol that 

can manage and sustain the routing direction from both the 

ground and the surface is necessary to distribute the data 

packets at the required level with minimal power. 

As the protocol for energy-efficient underwater transport is 

developed, other unrivaled obstacles such as its restricted 

bandwidth, which foresees high power usage and even losses 

in transmission route in the case of long-range transmission. 

In addition to the fact that there are several routing protocols 

in service which are believed to be power effective but need 

a separate routing route at every point during the 

transmission, the acoustic signal speed is often more sluggish 

as well [9]. In reality they are inefficient and consume 

exorbitant resources. Therefore, communication performance 

is wasted energy by hollow link transmission, most routing 

strategies tend to take into account. The related underwater 

opportunistic (OR) protocols are evaluated on the basis of its 

class structure. 

(A). Location based Opportunistic Routing: Using sensor 

node position information, OR generates a 3D imaginary 

virtual tube between transmitters and sink node to prevent 

FSR selection problem. A Fixed Combination Technique 

(FRC) Energy Capture / Routing Scheme (ARCUN) was 

proposed [10], to improve the intelligent use of energy usage 

with the loading of monitored data packets without the 

implementation of medium access monitoring systems. The 

findings indicate that this strategy places additional data 

transmission loads on relay nodes that shortens the lifetime 

of the network.  

Considering direction-based routing by Ahmed, S., et al. 

[11], each node knows its position at the position of its 

neighbours in a single hop and also records the location of the 

sink Node. The relation quality specifies the flooding area 

from source to sink node in order to forward a 

packet. Although this approach results in an unclosed parcel 

delivery relationship with negligible packet load, no steps are 

taken to tackle void cases, so in a sparse setting it is not 

suitable.  

Vijayalakshmi, P. et al [12], developed a stateless routing 

protocol to join a continuous and interlaced path between the 

source node and the sink node, thus requiring just a few nodes 

in the process of transition. A self-adapting algorithm 

preserves the redundant paths and Nodes can be choosing the 

right path to transfer the packet. When it receives the packet, 

the destination node calculates the direction and reports the 

distance from the forwarder by the adjacent arrival angle 

(AOA). It is favorable for smaller networks but uncouth for 

multi-settings, given the severity of its packet loss and node 

failure. 

Khasawneh, A. et al [13], proposed a pressured location-

free underwater (RE-PBR) protocol, mainly take the relation 

consistency, information and residual energy into 

account. The triangle approach was used to investigate the 

connection quality and the multimetric transfer algorithm was 

developed to estimate the route costs. This approach is only 

suited small small networks and lack of void handling. 

Hoa Tran [14] developed a cooperative routing 

technology (USASNs) through utilizing a cross-layer setup 

merged the MAC and the network layer for improved 

communication. The data have been transmitted with the 

routing relay technologies while linked to cooperative 

relays. In terms of factors including SNR and arrival time, the 

source node sends a packet. This definition appears to be 

obvious, but it may operate in a linear setting, although the 

packet supply chain will be decreased as the medium state, in 

deep water or in shallow water is not defined. Moreover, 

without placing the findings into the void field, which appears 

to be a shrewd strategy. 

(B). Location Free Opportunistic Routing: Based on the 

number of hop counts, the suburb nodes are identified using 

complex address and pressure information. The sink node 

delivers promptly the beacon messages that passes with a 

specific identity known as a dynamic address from the 

surface to the inner depth. The distinct Network Topologies 

with the same information-like addresses allocated to the 

sensor nodes are used for common beacon related 

protocols. Because OR uses topological details to find 
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transmission relay nodes, remove FSR by using 2H‐ACK 

[15], every node is restricted to a complex address such as a 

beacon post, the neighboring node with the smaller address 

and closer to the sink, and the forwarding node is chosen. The 

only next forwarder node not a placate approach is taken into 

account for the purpose of resolving the DFS issue in case of 

insecure link. 

The impact of forwarding node has been proactively 

analyzed with angle based power efficient mechanism 

proposed by Ashraf, S et al [16], carrying out the packet 

transmission by considering the forwarder hop angle (FHA) 

and the Counterpart Hop Angle (CHA).  A three-state link 

quality has doped out the targeted forwarding relay node 

among the neighboring nodes which analyzed how much 

batteries are draining out by the forwarder node when a packet 

has been transmitted. Three-state link quality metrics is 

adopted with predefined parameters and utilizing the 

Additive-Rise and Additive-Fall method which increases the 

probability of packet collision. Therefore, no proper impact 

measures are addressed for this fistula. 

Wang, Z. et al. (EAVARP) [17] recorded a combated 

energy-aware and void-aware routing scheme where 

concentration shells have been built around the sink node and 

sensor nodes have been positioned in such shells 

dynamically. Furthermore, the OR directional forwarding 

scheme was implemented (ODFS) in which data packs with 

a residual amount of energy inside the same shell were 

forwarded that circumvented every vacuum area. While the 

writers proposed a smart solution, they did not adopt the 

energy wasting scheme that eventually shortened the lifetime 

of the network. 

The decentralized and routing table-based strategy 

SOSRP [18], Implemented that lists the total number of hops 

from the source to the sink node. Routes were self-structured 

and therefore unused nodes were isolated. Such an initiative 

is suitable only for a minimal network and cannot track 

excessive packet pollution. There is no control over energy 

usage, and nodes tend to expire sooner than scheduled. Each 

node uses maximum available energy for packets 

transmition. Following each round of transmission, nodes 

restructure the routes which eventually raises energy costs. 

Of the location-routing sequence, the void problem was 

solved with location-routing by Barbeau, M., et al [19]. The 

location of the next node of transmitting hope depends on: (i) 

the number of hopes, (ii) route and (iii) the state of scope. A 

beacon alert updates the routing information is used to 

navigate the route between sink and source node. The 

pressure control tool needs higher power consumption to 

calculate the path [20]. Table 1. provides a description of the 

stringent comparison of the current (URR-SAEP) approach 

with other rival protocols. 

 

 

 

Table 1.  Comparative study of methods suggested for other UW routing schemes 

Protocol  Principle Area Working Ground  Expediency  Impairments Proposal (URR-SAEP) 

DBR by 

Costantino, G., 

et al. [3] 

Depth information Greedy routing 

technique  

Lowest holding 

time, better packet 

distribution ratio 

Energy swindler, 

high end to end 

delay, void holes, 

packet duplicate 

Limited energyusage, trivial  

end-to-end delay, better void 

handling 

DFR by 

Ahmed, S., et 

al. [11] 

Distance and quality of 

connection (ETX)  

Location aware 

(Own + next hop 

neighbor + sink 

node)  

Reliable Packet 

delivery, petty 

overhead 

Inoperative void 

field event for the 

parsing network 

Suitable for dense 

and spars network 

as well 

VBF by 

Vijayalakshmi, 

P., et al. [12] 

Distance details Passage interchangeable 

and interlaced, 

minimum distance to the 

sink inside pipeline 

Robust, scalable Multi-sink 

bottleneck 

condition 

The choice of connection 

performance tolerates the 

situation of the bottleneck 

RE‐PBR by 

Khasawneh, 

A., et al. [13] 

Triangle metric Multi‐metric route 

cost 

Performance 

correlation 

Cannot handle 

void nodes 

Intelligently stop unnecessary 

communication 

UW‐ASNs by 

Tran‐Dang et 

al. [14] 

Cooperate 

routing 

MAC and network layer 

of cross-section 

architecture  

Link quality and 

network overhead 

Uncouth energy 

wastage 

Shrewd energy 

utilization 

2H‐ACK by 

Wu, H., et al. 

[15] 

Dynamic node 

address 

Nodes near to sink 

are prioritized 

Confined 

overhead 

Unreliable link  

with single 

forwarder 

Multi-forwarder atmosphere, 

selection of links is related to 

measurement of relation grains 

SOSRP by 

Hindu, S., [18] 

Decentralized Self‐organized 

routes 

Continent for 

smaller 

network 

Energy intake 

unregulated 

Impediment to energy loss 

EEDBR by 

Wahid, A. [27] 

Depth and residual 

energy 

Sender node links 

forwarder 

Confine energy 

consumption 

Uncouth packet 

dissemination 

Bodacious packet 

delivery 
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III   METHODOLOGY 

A detailed analysis was carried out to achieve a reliable 

and efficient underwater mechanism that revealed the 

concept of Underwater Resurrection Routing Synergy using 

Astucious Energy Pods (URR-SAEP). The selection of a 

sagacious connection and packet forwarding mechanism has 

been extensively investigated. The forwarding relay node 

formation is shown in Figure 2. 

A. Operational Model 

The suggested network architecture (URR-SAEP) 

primarily includes sensor nodes used at various depths of 

which the sink node on the top of the water interacts with the 

offshore base station. The sink node receives data from both 

the source and neighboring relay nodes. This is compatible 

with both RF and acoustic modems. The acoustic modem is 

used to communicate with the sensor nodes mounted under 

water while the RF modem is used to relay data to the base 

station. A good data packet gets across intermediate 

neighboring relay nodes by hop-by-hop routing rovers to the 

surface sink. The node receives the accurate details through 

the depth sensor when the remaining energy is dispensed. The 

path to the closest relay node has been ratified by Received 

Signal Strength (RSS) at the receiving node [21] and the 

attenuation of the signal is based on spread losses calculated 

by Thorp formula. The absorption loss α(f) is calculated in 

Eq. (1), for a certain frequency f: 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Proposed  URR-SAEP network topology 
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here α(f) counts dB=km, while is marked by f  and α  becomes 

parallel with absorption loss thereby listed as 𝛼 =  
10𝛼(𝑓)

10
 . An 

average loss count yield attenuation factor as A(1,f) and 

spreading can be computed by  Eq.(2).  

obtained the spreading loss as k x log l possessed distance l 

while the absorption loss l x 10 log(α(f)) and given k as 

coefficient factor shows signal scattering geometry.  

 

B. Link Factor 

    The energy utilization, data dissipation frequency and 

system performance is relying on robustness of the 

connection. Indeed, the protocol based on the expected 

transmission count (ETX) [22], measures the consistency of 

the communication between two directions of each path 

during the transfer process. These protocols use GPS 

locational information or gather finite data from the sink 

point, while suggested technique (URR-SAEP) decides the 

link level in its best way by taking some step. Although some 

other link estimation methods like cost-based routing are in 

use, the exponentially weighted average window mean 

(WMEWMA) [23], determines the memory-efficient path 

estimator. A number of packets are needed to control the 

amount of packets transmitted and retransmitted before an 

effective transmission during the expected time (RNP) [24]. 

The demanded packet number (PRR) [25] is a receipt-side 

connection estimator dependent on the time window shift. 

Both of these interaction estimators have inoperative 

restrictions, and a clear correlation has not been successfully 

established. The proposed analysis (URR-SAEP) was 

precisely carried out on a single dimension to calculate the 

mere relationship factor: 

Step 1: Link factor indicator (LFI) and signal‐to noise ratio 

(SNR) leverage. 

For instance n, taking as absolute broadcasting packets, 

whereas m has taken into account positive packets, while i 

points the packets obtained successfully by calculating their 

contact efficiency by means of the i, lfi and snri measurement 

(link factor indicator). In view of the hardware-based 

connection element, evaluate whether the relation has an 

appropriate range of quality then the node is entered in the 

table next step. The SNR compares the transmitted signal 

amplitude with the source sound and measures the signal 

ratio. The combination of lfi and snri is indicative of the 

probability of re-vitalizing the LIF and SNR higher values. 

Step 2: LFI and SNR mean calculation. 

There are inherent limits for an aggregate standard. It cannot 

take the packet loss, so still monitors the nodes it has gotten. 

Connecting value metric from (0, 0) to (𝑆𝑁𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,𝐿𝐹𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ update the 

link factor. On the basis of lfii, snri and PRR, the mean 

(𝑆𝑁𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,𝐿𝐹𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) is computed by PRR metric and thereby avoids 

the statistical mean. The filled values are provided as Eq. (3) 

and (4).  

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Distance measurement 

Taking origin (0,0) state and the point (𝑆𝑁𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,𝐿𝐹𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) link 

factor can be identified by calculating the path dΔ from this 

point, thereby Eq. (5) yields   

 

Step 4: Sagacious route  

While the lengthiest path from source to neighboring 

nodes dΔ believes that it is the highest quality of the link but 

not a pure eligible connection, a predefined value of th 

threshold will reveal the connection factor between both, as 

expressed in Eq. (6). 

The recommended mechanism (URR-SAEP) is centered on 

the metric triangle (TM) [26], thus evaluating the reliability 

of the connection from source to neighboring node, and 

maintaining a Link Repository Table (LRT). Table 2. shows 

the threshold parameters on which the link factor is 

calculated. 

 

C. Link Factor Information Gathering Cycle 

Increasing sensor node gathers information from lower-

than-owned neighboring nodes and sends a hello response 

within the transmission range possessed ID, distance, and the 

residual energy. When this message is received, A defined 

pattern is followed in each node and the (NIT) information is 

10 log(α(𝑓))      =      

{
 
 

 
 0.11𝑓

2

1 + 𝑓2
+

44𝑓2

(4100 + 𝑓)
+ 2.75 𝑋 104𝑓2 + 0.003, 𝑓 ≥ 0.4

0.002 + 0.11 (
𝑓

(1 + 𝑓)
) + 0.011𝑓,                                  𝑓 < 0.4

 

                                                                                       

 

(1) 

10 log (𝐴(𝑙, 𝑓)) = 𝑘 x 10 log 𝑙 + 𝑙 x 10 log (α(𝑓)) 
 

(2) 
𝑆𝑁𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝑤      =      
∑ 𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑘
𝑚
𝑘=1

𝑛
 (3) 

  

𝐿𝐹𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
𝑤      =      

∑ 𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑘
𝑚
𝑘=1

𝑛
 (4) 

𝑑Δ     =      √𝑆𝑁𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝑤
2
− 𝐿𝐹𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑤
2
 (5) 

Ψ= {

𝑆ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘,   
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘,   
𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘,          
𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘,   

  

   𝑡ℎ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑑 < 𝑑Δ  

(6)    𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒 ≥ 𝑑𝛥 < 𝑡ℎ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑑       

   𝑡ℎ𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟 ≥ 𝑑𝛥 < 𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒  

   𝑑𝛥 < 𝑡ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ  

Table 2. Links and threshold value 

Metric type SNR LFI PRR Triangle 

Shrewd link >30 >106 1 >145 

Pristine link 15-30 102-106 0.75-1 80-145 

Fair link 5-15 80-102 0.35-0.75 30-80 

Uncouth link 0-5 0-80 0-0.35 0-30 
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submitted to ratify the eligibility of the message and allowed 

if its depth is greater, then the message would not be 

admitted. Next, the consistency of the connections is 

analyzed by measuring the cumulative values of SNR, LFI, 

and PRR. The sequence of estimating starts as a sensor node 

transmits the ID, SNR, and LFI value specimen packets. PRR 

produces mean values in the next step, while the relation 

continuity is determined by distance calculation dependent on 

the TM values. The last step adjusts a NIT chart by joining 

the node range while the target point of a low end node is 

calculated.  Algorithm 1. ensures the order of acquisition of 

information and therefore communicates its dissemination as 

follows: 

 

Step1: Every sensor node (nodea) generates a HELLO 

(CreateHELLO) message and sends it to nearby nodes. 

Step2: Every adjacent node gets the message (GetHELLOW) 

and follows the appropriate steps. 

Step3: The NIT table constantly updates information about 

nodes due to frequent positions changes. 

 

 

 

D. Packet Forwarding and Route Cost 
Packet headers tend to pass from source to target sink 

entities, and all nodes are completely active in the packet 

forwarding process but only if nearest forwarding node is 

close to the destination sink node with better connectivity and 

more residual energy available. However, Wahid, A [27], 

estimated a minimal cost element, Remaining energy or ETX 

dependent. Yet we use residual energy to calculate route costs 

and thus measure the distance dependent on the TM. From 

now on, the metric of the path between the two nodes, i.e. (x, 

y), is calculated as expressed in Eq. (7). 

here Resy is a residual energy of node y, while energy of all 

nodes has been represented by Resmax, whereas ∆dmax is a 

system parameter. The connection quality parameters of 

source and forwarder hubs has been gotten as ∆d(x,y). 

Considering two variable factors like, residual energy and 

efficient communication link, using Eq. (7) route cost can be 

determined. Calculation shows that node must be less 

insightful than source node and therefore pristine 

communication efficiency is a result preserving route costs at 

minimum. To pick the next forwarding node as illustrated in 

Figure 3, source node, a, captures surrounding nodes' 

credentials from NIT. Proceeding to next step, route cost can 

be determined by Eq. (7). The lower cost node of the route is 

chosen therefore b will be selected. Algorithm 2. specifically 

executes a logical forwarding method for packets. 

The source node a accepts data packet ID and moves to the 

next-hop neighbor. The packet ID fits the transmitting node 

ID at the transmission node and if the packet is deemed valid 

it refuses the packets otherwise. Eventually, the data packet 

enters the destination sink node by reiterating the same 

operation. The data packet may be hurdled to the final 

destination due to uncouth UWSNs [26]; the packet travels 

through multiple regions and may malfunction anywhere. 
 

    Route Cost (x,y)    =    (1 −
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑦

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
) + (1 −

∆𝑑(𝑥,𝑦)

∆𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
) (7) 

 
Fig. 3   Relay forwarding of the node selection process 
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E. Link Grain Calculation 

The suggested method measures and preserves more 

acceptable standard of the link and strengthens the principle 

of reparation of the link. The packet p is being transmitted by 

the sensor node a, encompassing credentials like distant 

information, residual energy and ID either towards the 

surrounding nodes like a, b and c depicted in Figure 4.  For 

example, among N series of source node, the node Na 

transmits packet towards surrounding nodes and thereby node 

b acknowledges this packet and incorporates essential details 

as Nbp and reverberate to source node a.    

 

This time incorporating substantial energy pods and 

duplicating node a, thereby sending packet again towards 

node b as Na2p in negligible time t, and computes the link 

grain as expressed in Eq. (8). 

Eventually, efficiency of the connection is improved with the 

Eap, Ebp′ and Ea2p’ energy consumption, which stays 

unaltered respectively, and thus Eq. (9) changes the 

likelihood of the relation from 50 to 90 percent in due course. 

There are identified connection connections between node a 

and other nodes. A mandated inspection of the link 

consistency is performed which determines that hop links are 

more over 50 percent dilapidated and that links are much 

more stable than 50 percent. For instance, the consistency of 

the link between the source node a and b was more than 50% 

solid not just more than 90% stable, thus the links between 

the source node a to c and d are now more than 50% fragile. 

The hop relationship in both the node a and b made it safer to 

achieve a smooth packet transmission, i.e., up to 90 percent. 

 

IV   PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Through comparing the suggested solution with the DBR 

and EEDBR protocols and to use the NS2 simulator, namely 

Aqua-Sim, the performance has been extensively analyzed. 

The simulation configuration parameters have been 

implemented as defined in Table 3. For this assessment, 

nodes between 100-400 and approximately 1000 x 1000 x 

900 m3 area and 100 m distance between each sensor is 

considered. While simulation begins thereby adjacent node 

overhears residual energy and takes the depth information in 

the hi-packet interval, i.e., 99 s, a distance-based TM is 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  Link grain determination 

Link Grain    =    𝑁𝑎𝑝 + 𝑁𝑏𝑝′ + 𝑁𝑎2𝑝, (8) 

Link Grain    =    𝑡(∑ 𝐸𝑎𝑝
𝑁𝑎𝑝
𝑝=1 + ∑ 𝐸𝑏𝑝′

𝑁𝑏𝑝′
𝑝′=1 +∑ 𝐸𝑎2𝑝)

𝑁𝑎2𝑝
2𝑝=1 , (9) 

Table 3.  Simulation specifications 

Parameter Value 

Deployment area 1000 x 1000 x 900 m3 

Distance among sensor couplet 100 m 

No. of nodes [100 – 600] 

Communication range 250 m 

Type of protocol  SMAC 

Start energy 100 J 

Medium Acoustic Waves 

Bandwidth capacity 10 Kbps 

Packet generation rate 0.02 pkts/ min 

Velocity 1500 m/s 

Node movement 0 - 3 m/s 

Energy consumption 2 W; 0.75 W; 8 mW 

Data packet volume 64 bytes 

Data packet interval (Hello) 99 s 

Packet creation time 15 s 

No. of runs 50 
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estimated, and as the basic case, the energy model [28], also 

calculates waste energy and energy usage. After 99 

transmissions we just found half and provided the tests. 

 

A. Point-to-Point delay 

 A total duration or time period is called point-to-point 

delay for packet passes across various zones and 

acknowledged by destination sink. Unwanted barriers to 

forwarding, scattering and data processing caused to slow 

down the packet transmission. Eq. (10), assesses the delay 

point-to-point. When acknowledging at final destination, the 

entire packet corpus is defined as the lth simulation, BTl,m  

indicates mth packet’s broadcast time. Similarly, at 

destination, ATl,m is the time of acceptance of the mth packet.  

During underwater routing, the key explanation for packet 

keeping time is the point-to-point delay avoided during the 

planned URR-SAEP. Figure 5, confirms regarding delay is 

found trivial than of rival protocols. It also ratified that these 

situations will be same in dense and sparse environment, 

despite been countless calculations during transmission 

processes. 

Holding packet duration and reliance on depth knowledge 

causes significant challenges for DBR and it could not 

perform well as compares to proposed URR-SAEP system. 

In comparison, a marginal point-to-point delay is found for 

EEDBR relative to DBR, as it employed a method for 

retaining residual energy-based packets but, when a sudden 

failure occurs, it increases even the retaining time, which may 

result in infinite delay. 

 

 

 

B. Packet dissemination ratio 

A numerical association between the transmitted packets 

is regarded as the delivery ratio of the packets when it is 

obtained at the targeted destination node in some shape or 

measurements. Mainly, defined in Eq. (11), this relationship 

(PDR) is expressed in percentage. 

here PB and PR determine the ratio of packet transmitted and 

receiving during the nth simulation.  

A shrewd packet output is conceivable when large nodes 

are included. Although this assertion is better suited to DBR, 

there is ample adjustments in the packet distribution, a packet 

period provides extra transmission that will enhance packet 

conflict, i.e., sparse to dense if the network switches status. 

With astute selection and higher residual capacity, the 

unparalleled packet transmission frequency from URR-SAEP 

is rendered possible. The suggested scheme obtained an 

increased distribution ratio of around 12 and 18 percent in 

approximately 160 nodes compared with those of DBR and 

EEDBR according to the Figure 6. As the number of nodes 

exceeded by 500 when ending the transmission, the URR-

SAEP received an unbeatable ranking of 22 and 12% relative 

at most to DBR and EEDBR. 

 

 

C. Network Lifespan 

It's streamlined network life, sensor nodes constantly 

submit and receive packets. Two methods, i.e., range-based 

and scheduling-based, are used to attain a longer life cycle. A 

schedule-based methodology, which was defined by the S-

MAC Protocol [29], for the simulation results was used in the 

proposed URR-SAEP process. A whole network lifetime 

contained the period from the first transmission until the 

destination node and the network contribution of the last 

packet is verified. Network lifecycles can be determined with 

Eq. (12). 

Point to point Impediment =  
∑ ∑ (𝐵𝑇𝑙,𝑚 − 𝐴𝑇𝑙,𝑚)

𝑃𝐶
𝑚=1

50
𝑙=1

𝑃𝐶 X 50
 

 (10) 

 

 

Fig. 5 Output of point to point packet delay  

            PDR %      =      {
(∑

𝑃𝐵

𝑃𝑅
)50

𝑛=1

50
⁄ } x 100 (11) 

 

 

Fig. 6 Overall packet delivery ratio to sink node 
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where network adjust at NNTl intervals for lth simulation, 

thereupon stops at NHTl moment. The factors indicate that 

when the nodes and area range is increased, the lifespan is 

thereby shrieked. Nevertheless, if transmission power 

between different rates can be balanced shrewdly by sensor 

nodes and packet load can therefore be distributed across all 

S-MAC nodes, network reliability can be further revitalized. 

Therefore, in accordance to the result obtained in Figure 

7, the URR-SAEP system was superior to its adversaries i.e., 

DBR and EEDBR. During the forwarding of URR-SAEP, 

greater residual power with a shrewd connection factor 

allowed for extending the network lifespan. Furthermore, no 

packet holding tangle was included in the proposed system, 

so there was no redundant packet transmission impediment, 

irrespective of how often dense or sparse the network volume 

was. The network has thus gained stability, which could 

potentially prolong its life. In fact, the lifetime of DBR was 

shorter for the transmission and the residual energy was not 

consumed except in the depth information only used to pick 

the transmission node. Therefore, nodes which reside under 

shallow water cannot remain in existence for higher and 

therefore expire quickly, resulting the vacillating network 

lifetime. Atmospheric energy and depth information are 

worth the shrewd usage compared to DBR. Thus, it was only 

verified that the number of nodes were capable of engaging 

in packet forwarding, so that no further redundant packets 

remained in the tests. Nevertheless, the EEDBR's output did 

not reach the proposed URR-SAEP scheme even closely. 

D. Energy Diminution 

During the transmission round, all nodes have average energy 

consumption to send packets towards destination sink. Eq. 

(13), is being used for all node to assess the power 

consumption. A node therefore uses 𝐸𝑥 energy, while beacon 

message transmits p-bits over displacement d, from now on: 

 

when p.Eds is a debasement of the signal, p.Efs; indicates free 

space while p.Emp is a multipath scattering. The sensor node 

collects the energy p-bits set, thereby consuming the Ee 

energy defined by Eq. (14), 

for the forwarder relay node, the Ef (p, d) potency is released 

in Eq. (15), while the amount of energy used by the sensor 

node during packet forwarding has been marked by Ef,  

for the energy phase, the packet consuming an entire energy 

when reaching at destination sink node has specifically been 

vouched by Eq. (16), which summarizes the final and pristine 

output. 

the suggested URR-SAEP approach provides the desired 

results illustrated in Figure 8. In comparison with DBR and 

EEDBR, it consumed only marginal energy throughout the 

whole time. This positive outcome was definitely obtained 

even because the reliable delivery of the packet has been 

impeded. In fact, the use of energy has been rendered more 

from the intelligent aspects of residual energy and relation 

efficiency. This method was not effective in all phases so 

URR-SAEP was initially faced with such a crisis, with a 

significantly higher energy usage level so soon improvements 

were made to the forklift node and an appropriate general 

usage. The energy consumption ratio is exponential at 

roughly 290 to 600 nodes, ratified that paths are stable while 

packet failure is almost vacillated, therefore, whole packets 

returning towards destination sink node preventing additional 

energy pods. In contrast with the EEDBR and DBR, the 

performance is between 27 and 32% respectively, a 

significant achievement in this case. 

 

 

 

Network Lifespan  =       
∑ (𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑙−𝑁𝐻𝑇𝑙)
50
𝑙=1

 50
  (12) 

 

Fig. 7  Duration when network remained active  

 

𝐸𝑥(𝑝, 𝑑)     =     {
𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝. 𝐸𝑓𝑠.𝑑2

𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝. 𝐸𝑚𝑝.𝑑4
       (13) 

𝐸𝑝(𝑝)     =     𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠       (14) 

𝐸𝑓(𝑝, 𝑑) = 𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝. 𝐸𝑓𝑠 = {
2𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝. 𝐸𝑓𝑠.𝑑2

2𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝. 𝐸𝑚𝑝.𝑑4
 (15) 

𝐸𝑓(𝑝, 𝑑)     =     𝑝. 𝐸𝑑𝑠 + 𝑝. 𝐸𝑓𝑠       (16) 

 

Fig. 8  Overall energy used by whole network 
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E. Performance Review 

The point-to-point data limitation prevents the hold time 

for the packet triggering a late attempt to relay the packet. 

DBR and EEDBR are unabled to work well well as 

comparing to the suggested URR-SAEP approach due to 

packets retaining time and residual energy. For packet 

delivery ratio, the time needed for packet holds for DBR and 

EEDBR while the network state switches either dense or 

sparse. This may potentially increase the packet conflict and 

the network bottleneck. URR-SAEP achieved bodacious 

performance of 22 and 12 per cent compared to DBR and 

EEDBR respectively when it reached the end of the 

transmission period. The use of the S-MAC protocol not only 

made the network's lifetime longer, but also faced greater 

energy utilization. The sensor nodes altered the energy 

transfer for matching the packet load across network, thus 

denying the duplicate packet transfer. DBR and EEDBR 

transmission has long been unstable and generated worthless 

output. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Just astute protocols will allow the network viable for 

underwater routing. The function of batteries therefore is 

essential and critical since the whole transmission depends on 

battery, and the results are obtained if shrewd protocols use 

the small battery capacity wisely. URR-SAEP's proposed 

strategy was the same as expected at design time. Applying 

restore relationships with residual energy and depth data 

made it easy to select the next most appropriate forwarding 

point, unlike other traditional approaches. Comprehensive 

outcomes, which were never anticipated by conventional 

routing schemes, are obtained in terms of point-to-point 

delay, packet payout size, network life and energy reduction 

Revitalizing the performance of the link by the measurement 

of grain from the origin is a novel concept that considers the 

correlation between the source and the neighboring nodes and 

analyses the related values as a reversal between less than 

50% and more than 50% separately. In the case a connection 

is shaky close to or under 50%, a source node attaches an 

additional energy shield, takes into consideration the 

remaining energy of the goal node and shrews the relation up 

to 90%. We expect a further smart artificial intelligence 

analysis to optimize the usage of UWSN bandwidth through 

segmental allocation strategy to create an all-inclusive 

surveillance scalable network. 
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